Informal analyses of productive systems of stem gradation, it is commonly assumed (i) Anderson's (1976) 
In the formal description of productive systems of stem gradation, it is customary to assume that an alternating stem has a single, underlying grade form from which all of its other grade forms can be predicted by rule; this assumption, which has served as the basis for successful analyses of such diverse phenomena as ablaut, consonant mutations, and tone alternations, will here be called the derivability assumption. A usual corollary of this assumption is what might be called the uniformity assumption, according to which the basic grade forms in a system of stem gradation all belong to the same grade. Under this latter assumption, it is rjgerjge 'work', nya yerjgei 'my work'
toh 'book', nya gztei 'my book'
kpato 'cutlass', nya gbatoi 'my cutlass'
f nde 'cotton', nya vandei 'my cotton'
sani 'bottle', nya janii 'my bottle'
not only possible to identify a single, basic grade form for each alternating stem; it is, in fact, possible to identify a single, basic grade. Consider, for example, the case of Mende, a Mande language spoken in Sierra Leone. In Mende, the initial consonant in a stem may appear in either of two forms, depending on the grammatical context of the stem; examples are given in Table 1 . As is clear from these examples, the weak grade form of a stem cannot be taken as basic, since this form is in certain cases insufficiently distinctive to allow the corresponding strong grade alternant to be predicted; for instance, given a weak grade form with an initial /!/, one cannot reliably say whether the corresponding strong grade form will have /t/ or /nd/ as its initial consonant. On the other hand, given a strong grade form, one can always predict the corresponding weak grade form; thus, in accordance with the assumptions of derivability and uniformity, one can reasonably conclude that the strong grade is basic in Mende, and that the weak grade of a stem derives from the strong form according to regular principles.
In this example, the assumptions of derivability and uniformity are tenable because the strong-grade consonants stand in one-to-one or many-to-one relations with their weak-grade counterparts. Consider, however, the possibility of a system of gradation conforming to the schema in Table 2 . In such a system, Grade I alternants would stand in both many-to-one and one-to-many relations with their Grade II counterparts; on the face of it, this would seem to mean that neither Grade I nor Grade II could be viewed as the single, basic grade, since neither would provide a uniformly reliable basis for predicting forms in the other grade. Thus, any system of stem gradation conforming to the schema in Table 2 would apparently be inconsistent with the uniformity assumption, and at least potentially with the derivability assumption as well. Hereafter, systems possessing this property will be said to be predictively indeterminate. As I will demonstrate shortly, systems of this sort do appear from time to time; examples are the systems of root or stem gradation found in Sanskrit and in Fula, a West Atlantic language spoken widely in West Africa.
Faced with the task of formally describing a system of stem gradation exhibiting this sort of indeterminacy, one might pursue various possible approaches. One would simply be to abandon the derivability assumption (hence also the uniformity assumption). That is, one might simply concede that in a system of the sort represented in Table 2 , both the Grade I and the Grade II forms of a stem must be specified as unpredictable components of its underlying representation. Such a solution, I think, would not be especially unpalatable. Any language with a reasonably rich morphology presents idiosyncrasies which make it necessary to include more than one stem form in some lexical entries; it would therefore be fairly unremarkable if a system of stem gradation should happen to present idiosyncrasies of this sort.
It is important to note, however, that this is not the only possible solution to the problem of predictive indeterminacy; on the contrary, there are at least two alternative approaches, both of them consistent with the derivability assumption. Given a predictively indeterminate system of stem gradation, one could, on the one hand, attempt to maintain both the derivability and the uniformity assumptions by arguing that the apparent indeterminacy is purely a superficial phenomenon -one which disappears at a suitably abstract level of description; as I shall show, Anderson (1976) has proposed just such an analysis for the system of stem-initial consonant alternations found in Fula. On the other hand, one might simply admit that the uniformity assumption is untenable for systems exhibiting predictive indeterminacy; this, however, would not necessarily commit one to abandoning the derivability assumption, which is logically independent. In fact, I shall show that under the traditional Päninean analysis of Sanskrit vowel gradation, the derivability assumption is upheld even though the uniformity assumption is set aside.
My purpose here is to evaluate the latter two approaches to the description of predictively indeterminate systems of stem gradation. Because the two approaches are so clearly exemplified by Anderson's analysis of Fula on the one hand and Pänini's analysis of Sanskrit on the other, I shall focus on these as a concrete basis for discussion. I shall argue, ultimately, that the Päninean approach is the better of the two, on the grounds that it is more general in application, and that it avoids the need to postulate phonetically unmotivated phonological distinctions, relying instead on descriptive devices which are independently necessary. Before developing these arguments, however, I shall clarify the essential differences between the two analyses under discussion.
The predictive indeterminacy of Fula consonant gradation
Consider, first, the case of Fula, a language which has been widely discussed for its intricate patterns of stem-initial consonant alternation. In Fula, the initial consonant of a nominal stem 2 may appear in as many as three different forms, depending on the morphological context of the stem. Contexts of one sort induce the appearance of the so-called continuant grade of a stem-initial consonant; contexts of a second sort cause the stop grade to appear; and yet a third sort of context conditions the appearance of the nasal grade. Thus, the initial consonant of the noun rim-'free man' may appear in three distinct forms, as in (I).
3
(1) Continuant Stop Nasal grade grade grade
The grade in which a stem-initial consonant appears depends on the noun class to which the stem belongs. Fula possesses an elaborate system of 25. different noun classes, each distinguished by a characteristic suffix; 4 in this system, a given noun will typically turn up in several different classes, appearing in one class in its basic singular form, in another as a singular pejorative diminutive, in still another as a plural augmentative, and so on. When a noun appears in any of the classes listed in (2a), its initial consonant assumes the continuant grade; a noun appearing in any of the classes in (2b), however, shows the stop grade of its initial consonant; and the classes in (2c) condition the appearance of the nasal grade.
(2) a. Classes in which the continuant grade is employed: 2, 9, 11, 13, 14, 20. b. Classes in which the stop grade is employed: 1, 3,4, 5, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, 25. c . Classes in which the nasal grade is employed: 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18, 22(Arnott 1970: 93,97 ).
This conditioning is evident in the pair of nouns given in (3), both of which have three distinct grade forms. Since most of the consonants in the sound system of Fula do participate in gradation of this sort, the pattern of substitutions is quite elaborate; the full set of alternations may be schematized as in Table 3 . To all appearances, the pattern of alternations in Table* 3 is inconsistent with the uniformity assumption mentioned above. Observe, on the one hand, that neither the stop nor the nasal grade form of an alternating stem would be sufficiently distinctive as a basis for predicting the corresponding continuant grade form; for example, given the stop and nasal grade forms in (4a), one cannot reliably decide whether the appropriate continuant grade forms would be as in (4b) or as in (4c).
daag-*demerFor stems participating in the alternations in Table 3a , only the continuant grade form is sufficiently distinctive to allow the other grade forms to be predicted. Just the reverse is true, however, of stems participating in
'compound' wur-o gur-e gur-el gur-um qgur-on rjgur-a ggur-o Table 3 . Initial consonant gradation in Fula (Arnott 1970: 4Iff.) a. the alternations in Table 3b : for stems of this sort, the continuant grade form isn't distinctive enough to serve as the basis for deriving the stop and nasal grade forms; given the continuant grade forms in (5a), for example, it is unclear whether the corresponding stop and nasal grade-forms are as in (5b) or as in (5c).
Continuant
(5) a. woj-'hare' wol-'cheek' b.
c.
gogol-ggolboj-mboj-*bol-*mbolThus, on the face of it, the pattern of alternations in Table 3 has no single grade from which the other grades can be uniformly predicted; accordingly, Fula consonant gradation must apparently be viewed as a case of predictive indeterminacy.
Anderson's (1976) account of Fula consonant gradation
Notwithstanding this apparent indeterminacy, Anderson (1976) has proposed an analysis of Fula consonant gradation which actually allows the derivability and uniformity assumptions both to be maintained. Anderson has suggested that in Fula, two sorts of labiovelar glides are phonologically distinguished: one is primarily labial, or [ + anterior], and only secondarily velar, while the other is primarily velar, or [-anterior] , and only secondarily labial. The labial /w/, he claims, is what alternates with the labial segments in Table 3b ; the velar /w/, on the other hand, is the alternant of the velar segments. This analysis allows the indeterminacy of the Fula system to be eliminated at the phonological level, since its effect is to replace the one-to-many relation in Table 3b with the pair of one-to-one relations in Table 4 . Thus, Anderson's analysis makes it possible to regard the continuant grade as the single, basic grade in Fula, and to derive the stop and nasal grade forms of a stem in a uniform way, in accordance with rules such as those in (6). , 3, 4, 5, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, 7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18, 22 ) (where C, C" are, respectively, the stop and nasal grade alternants of Q This analysis would also necessitate one additional rule, however: because the proposed phonological distinction between two sorts of /w/ is never realized phonetically, this distinction must be neutralized by a low-level phonetic rule something like (7).
<7)
;:
Anderson's analysis of Fula consonant gradation differs strikingly from the traditional approach to a similar case of predictive indeterminacy in Table 4 . Anderson's (1976) Sanskrit: whereas Anderson's approach seeks to maintain the uniformity assumption by denying any indeterminacy, the traditional analysis of the Sanskrit case is, as I now show, to acknowledge the indeterminacy at the expense of the uniformity assumption.
The predictive indeterminacy of Sanskrit vowel gradation
Sanskrit possesses a system of vowel gradation which is, in part, responsible for the elaborate allomorphy of its verbal roots. In most roots, the radical vowel may appear in three distinct grades, as summarized in Table 5 . The grade in which a root appears depends on its morphological context; for example, in Table 5b , the roots ηϊ-'lead' and 7/-'conquer' appear in the weak grade in their past participial forms, in the full grade in their present tense forms, and in the lengthened grade in their third person singular perfect active forms. As Table 5 shows, it is possible to predict the quality of a weak-grade vowel from that of the corresponding vowel in the full or lengthened grade; but the length of a weak-grade vowel cannot be so predicted. Thus, if there is a single, basic grade for Sanskrit roots, it would seem to have to be the weak grade. There are, however, at least two classes of roots whose patterns of vowel gradation cast doubt on this conclusion. First, there is a class of nasal roots showing the alternations in Table 6a , as in the examples in Table 6b .
Clearly, the weak grade form of such a root is insufficiently distinctive as a basis for predicting the full and lengthened grade forms. The same is true of roots in the so-called samprasärana class, which participate in the alternations in Table 7 . In the weak grade, a samprasärana root cannot be systematically distinguished from a normal root whose vowel is /, w, or r; only in the full and lengthened grades does the difference between such roots appear.
Thus, if the patterns in Tables 5-7 are integrated, it is clear that the system of Sanskrit vowel gradation includes both many-to-one and oneto-many relations between alternants, and so presents an instance of predictive indeterminacy similar to the Fula case. Faced with this puzzling array of facts, one might abandon the hypothesis that each Sanskrit root has a single, basic grade form from which its other grade forms may be predicted -that is, one might adopt the view that both the weak and the full grade forms of a Sanskrit root must simply be specified as idiosyncratic components of its underlying representation. This isn't a necessary conclusion, however, for although the facts of Sanskrit vowel gradation are apparently incompatible with the uniformity assumption, they are compatible with the logically independent assumption of derivability: it is perfectly feasible to assume that each Sanskrit root has a single, basic grade form if one abandons the requirement that there is one grade which is basic for all roots. This latter approach to Sanskrit vowel gradition is at least 24 centuries old, since it is, essentially, that assumed by the ancient Indian grammarian Pänini in his grammar of Sanskrit, the Astädhyäyi.
The Paninean analysis of Sanskrit vowel gradation
Pänini assumes that the weak grade form is basic for most rootsspecifically, for those roots exhibiting the alternations in Table 5 . In weak grade contexts, these roots undergo no change; for example, the sutra in (8) guarantees that such roots will remain weak before the past participial suffix -ta. [N.B.: By III.4.114, the past participial suffix -ta belongs to a class of suffixes (ärdhadhätuka suffixes) which normally cause a root to assume the full grade; but by 1.1.26, -ta bears the index k. Thus, -'lead' is unchanged in -ta 'led'.]
In full or lengthened grade contexts, these same roots undergo the vowel substitutions in Table 5 ; for example, the sutra in (9) converts a root such as -'lead' to its full grade form in the present tense; and the one in (10) converts roots of this sort to their lengthened grade form in the third singular perfect active. [(i) ik vowel = i, , u, ü, r, f, or 1; (ii) By III. [By III.4.82, the third singular perfect active suffix bears the index n. Thus, -'lead' becomes nay-in ni-näy-'he led '.] Now, although it is the weak grade form which he treats as basic for most roots, Pänini assumes that for nasal and samprasärana roots, it is instead the full grade form which is basic. Roots in these two classes remain unchanged in full-grade contexts, as, for example, in the present tense forms in (11).
(11) Nasal roots: han-'strike' remains unchanged in han-ti 'he strikes'. Samprasärana roots: yaj-'sacrifice' remains unchanged in yaj-a-ti 'he sacrifices'.
In weak grade contexts, their weak alternants are introduced by special rules: for example, the sutra in (12) causes nasal roots to lose their final nasals before the past participial suffix; and the one in (13) 
[Thus, han-'strike' becomes (g)han-in ja-ghan-a 'he struck'; yaj-'sacrifice' becomes yäj-in i-yäj-'he sacrificed '.] This Päninean approach to Sanskrit vowel gradation may be schematically summarized as in Table 8 .
Discussion
If the approach to predictive indeterminacy embodied in Pänini's analysis is compared with the one assumed in Anderson's description of Fula consonant gradation, some rather subtle differences emerge. First, however, it should be noted that the two analyses share an important virtue, namely, they both allow the derivability assumption to be maintained at the expense of only a single special stipulation. In Anderson's analysis, the derivability assumption is upheld by the postulated distinction between two sorts of /w/, a distinction whose effect is to eliminate the indeterminacy of the Fula system. In the Päninean analysis, the derivability assumption is rescued by the distinction between those roots whose underlying form is in the full grade and those with underlying weak grade; given this distinction, it is perfectly possible to predict a stem's various alternants from a single basic form in Sanskrit.
Despite this similarity, a number of differences exist between these two approaches to predictive indeterminacy. The clearest of these is the fact that only Anderson's approach is consistent with the uniformity assumption. This would seem to count as an advantage for his approach, since a theory of grammar incorporating a requirement of derivational uniformity in systems of stem gradation would be a good deal more restrictive than one incorporating no such requirement. Careful consideration, however, raises some real doubts about the apparent advantage here.
First, the uniformity assumption can only be maintained in Anderson's analysis at the expense of a phonological distinction which never receives phonetic expression. Thus, unlike the Päninean analysis, Anderson's analysis is subject to the familiar objections regarding absolute neutralizations in phonology. Note, however, that the underlying distinction postulated by Anderson is in fact quite different from those proposed in the most familiar neutralization analyses: in such classic analyses as Kisseberth's (1969) account of Yawelmani long vowels, or Hyman's (1970) analysis of labialized and palatalized consonants in Nupe, the distinction neutralized has always been one which at least cculd be realized phonetically in some language. The underlying distinction proposed by Anderson, however, is one which is never realized phonetically in ANY language; see Ohala and Lorentz (1977) for discussion.
Despite the inherent implausibility of a phonological distinction that is without concrete phonetic motivation in any known language, there is one piece of evidence cited by Anderson (1976: 131) which could potentially be used to justify the proposed distinction. Anderson claims that in the Yola dialect of Adamawa Fula, those instances of /w/ that alternate with labials have begun to be realized phonetically as [v] , while those which alternate with velars have remained unchanged; in order to view this development as the eifect of a regular phonological change, one would seemingly have to assume that two kinds of /w/ are underlyingly distinguished in Fula, exactly as Anderson has proposed. What remains to be shown, however, is that this is indeed an innovation rather than a retention in this dialect. Anderson (1976: 11 Iff.) asserts that in most dialects of Fula, /w/ is the result of a historical merger of * w and *y, which were originally distinguished as the continuant grade alternants of *b/*mb and *g/*yg, respectively; if this is so, however, then it is perfectly possible that the phonetic distinction between *vv and *y was never neutralized in the Yola dialect, but has been preserved to the present day as the distinction between [v] and [w], respectively.
Even if one is willing to accept the proposed neutralization, it is, in any event, unlikely that the uniformity assumption can be maintained for the Fula system. According to this assumption, the continuant grade should be basic for all stems in the language. Yet, as Arnott (1970: 100-103) shows, there are certain stems which never appear in any of the continuant grade contexts listed in (2a); examples are the stems in (15), whose 'paradigms' consist entirely of forms in the stop and nasal grades. If a basic form has to be chosen, the stop grade form is the best candidate; 8 but if the stop grade is chosen as basic for these stems, then the uniformity assumption must be abandoned.
The existence of forms such as those in (15) should, incidentally, come as no surprise. It is a commonplace in morphology that what is basic in one paradigm cannot be so in another: for instance, although the unmarked infinitive form is regarded as basic for most English verbs, certain verbs (such as the modals or the verb used to) lack nonfinite forms and must therefore be viewed as basically present or past in tense. The fact that this heterogeneousness among basic stem forms is so routinely encountered might be viewed as evidence favoring the Päninean approach to predictive indeterminacy: in allowing basic stem forms to vary in grade, this approach exploits a descriptive option which is independently and abundantly well motivated.
The one really clear advantage of the Päninean analysis, however, is its very general applicability. Observe, for example, that this sort of analysis can easily be developed for the case of Fula consonant gradation. Abandoning the uniformity assumption, one can view the continuant grade form as basic for those Fula stems participating in the alternations in Table 3a but regard the stop grade form as basic for stems exhibiting the alternations in Table 3b . Under such an approach, a stem whose continuant grade form is basic would undergo the substitutions in (17a) and (17c), while a stem whose stop grade form is basic would be subject to the replacements in (17b) and (17c). (17) , 3,4, 5, 16, 17, 19, 21, 23, 24, 25) , 7, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18,22 ) (where C is the nasal-grade alternant of C) Thus, the P ninean approach to predictive indeterminacy provides a serious alternative to Anderson's neutralization analysis of Fula consonant gradation.
Note, on the other hand, that for the Sanskrit facts, there isn't even a marginally credible analogue of the neutralization analysis. The plausibility of Anderson's argument that the Fula labiovelar glide corresponds to two underlyingly distinct segments -one labial and the other velarhinges purely and simply on the fact that [w] is doubly articulated. There is, however, no such phonetic (or pseudophonetic) basis for claiming that the weak grade alternant in Table 6 actually represents two distinct segments underlyingly, or that the weak-grade vowels in Table 7 are underlyingly distinct from their weak-grade counterparts in Table 5 . In short, it isn't possible to resort to the postulation of absolutely neutralized distinctions in order to eliminate the predictive indeterminacy inherent in the system of Sanskrit vowel gradation.
Vowel gradation and consonant mutation are, of course, two very different phenomena; for example, they arise historically in completely different ways. Vowel gradation is, typically, a historical consequence of earlier accentual alternations, while consonant mutations generally arise as the effect of earlier sandhi phenomena.
9 Because of this fundamental genetic difference, one might speculate that predictive indeterminacies occurring in systems of vowel gradation are in general of a different kind from those arising in systems of consonant gradation; if so, then it isn't necessarily a disadvantage of the neutralization analysis that it cannot be exploited in an account of Sanskrit vowel gradation. It is important to recognize, however, that there are predictively indeterminate systems of consonant gradation for which a neutralization analysis is not feasible. Consider, for example, the dialect of Breton spoken on the island of Groix (located off the coast of southern Brittany). As is typical of the Celtic languages, this dialect of Breton has an elaborate system of grammatically Table 9 . Initial lenition in Breton, Groix dialect (Ternes 1970: 143) Unlenited form conditioned mutations of initial consonants; among the alternations shown by initial consonants are those in Table 9 . The system represented in Table 9 would not be predictively indeterminate if the choice of alternants in section b were always strictly determined by the phonological context; and though it almost is, it isn't quite. For example, although /}/ normally only alternates with θ before labiovelar or labiopalatal glides, this alternation does show up exceptionally in other environments; 10 and although the alternation of /g/ with θ normally only appears before rounded segments, this condition is neither necessary nor sufficient for the appearance of this alternation. Thus, as the exceptional contrasts in (18) reveal, the choice of alternants in Table 9b does not always depend merely on phonological context. For this reason, the system in Table 9 includes both many-to-one and one-to-many relations between alternants and must accordingly be viewed as predictively indeterminate. (18) a.
J~o/ i ' Jivi:n 'fingernail' i _ivi:n 'his fingernail' but j ~j/ i : ji 'guy' (a piece of boat rigging) i ji 'his guy' b.
g~o/ w : gwe:ran Ί know' _we:ran cet Ί don't know' but g~x/ w : gwel'leaven' karged-o xwel 'there's plenty of leaven' c. 8~ / r : gran do' pa _ran ma la:bu:r 'when I do my work' but g~x/ r : grän'grain' i xrän 'his grain' (cf. Ternes 1970: 144-146 ) Unlike the Fula system of consonant gradation, the Breton system in Table 9 does not submit plausibly to a neutralization analysis; neither the lenited alternants having more than one unlenited counterpart nor the unlenited consonants having more than one lenited alternant possess the sort of double articulation cited as justification for the postulation of two distinct /w/s in Fula. Thus, absolute neutralization is not only unsatisfactory as a general approach to solving the problem of predictive indeterminacy; it doesn't even provide a reliable account of predictively indeterminate systems of consonant mutation.
On the other hand, a Päninean analysis of the Breton facts is straightforward. In such an analysis, unlenited stem forms could normally be regarded as basic, and subject to the lenition rule in (19). Stems having the nonnull lenited alternants in Table 9b could, however, be regarded as basically lenited, and subject to the 'delenition' rule in (20) . (20) ± , ±V~| L+ Lenitedj /C.../ -> / C .../ except in leniting environments P-contl |_+voi J These facts, I think, lead inevitably to the conclusion that the Päninean approach to predictive indeterminacy must be preferred to the neutralization approach for reasons of economy. Unlike the latter sort of analysis, the Päninean approach doesn't require the postulation of any phonological distinctions which aren't phonetically motivated; and although it does entail that the basic forms within a system of root or stem gradation may not all belong to the same grade, this sort of underlying heterogeneousness is commonly encountered in the study of inflectional morphology. Moreover, the Päninean approach is much more widely applicable than the neutralization approach. If one accepts Anderson's analysis of the Fula facts, one must provide a completely different kind of explanation for predictively indeterminate systems such as those of Sanskrit and Breton; but if one accepts the Päninean analysis of Sanskrit vowel gradation, then one need look no further for a workable approach to the predictive indeterminacies of Fula and Breton. Arnott (1970: 47, 98-103) . Note that ny represents a palatal nasal; mb, nd, yg represent prenasalized stops; j and nj represent palatal affricates; sh represents a palatal fricative; and 6 represents a laryngealized labial stop. 4. These class suffixes themselves show initial consonant gradation; in this case, however, the choice of suffix grade is governed by the specific stem to which the suffix is attached. 5. In the standard transliteration of Sanskrit, r, / represent the syllabic forms of the semivowels r, /; v represents a labial semivowel; represents the velar nasal; represents the palatal nasal; j represents a palatal stop; and /, § represent retroflex consonants. 6. This is not the place for an account of the notorious intricacies of Pänini's metatheory.
It should be noted, however, that Pänini assigns to each affix an abstract index which determines the various morphological processes triggered (or blocked) by the affix. These indices, which might be likened to rule features in a generative grammar, are symbolized simply as individual consonants in Pänini's metalanguage; examples are the indices k, g, and mentioned in (8). 7. For a cogent summary of the distributional and functional differences between särvadhätuka and ärdhadhätuka suffixes, see Shefts (1961: 13-16 ). 8. In systems of initial consonant gradation, rules of nasalization are widely motivated; rules of denasalization, on the other hand, appear to be very rare. 9. Of course, in a full-fledged system of either sort, the original phonetic motivation for the observed alternations is no longer apparent. 10. Ternes (1970: 143) also notes that /}/ has /y/ as its lenited alternant in a single stem:
jalut 'to be able to'. I assume that both the unlenited and the lenited forms of this stem would have to be listed lexically.
